FIRST MARRIAGE AGENCY OPENS IN LEBANON.
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With continuous emigration being a strong reality of the Lebanese society, it would probably take a lifetime for Lebanese abroad and within to find their soul mate, unless they’re given a little help. It’s this help that Pomd’Amour aims to provide.

For the first time in Lebanon, a professional matchmaking company aims at helping busy singles from various socio-cultural backgrounds to look for the right person at the right place.

Can the Lebanese mindset accept such services and can taboos around it be broken? Well, with a ratio of 1 man to 7 woman in the city, the Lebanese mindset is definitely evolving towards that direction as more and more people are turning towards Pomd’Amour to help them in establishing initial contacts with who one day might turn to be their soul mate.

So what is Pomd’Amour?

Pomd’Amour Introduction Agency was created in the summer of 2006 and has been operating since February 14th, 2007, with so far a track record of having concluded over 15 marriages.

It facilitates introduction among registered members who seek a serious relationship. It’s done by organizing an initial private meeting with each member to understand, together, their wishes and criteria. Pomd’Amour would then assist you and propose meetings with potential partners, with the mutual understanding that all information is handled with highest confidentiality and utmost care.

Meeting your potential future partner does not have to be without spark. The romance and the suspense are still there! Pomd’Amour simply makes it easier
for you. A real matchmaker does the homework for the client, and introduces two people for the purposes of a real emotional attachment.

Their database is made up of men and women between the ages of 22 and 65 from varied socio-cultural backgrounds. Mostly are Lebanese and many are from all nationalities that are friendly with our culture. All have been too busy living their professional lives to invest the time it takes to find the right partner for life and to establish a family.